Postal Stationery and Philatelic Goods Pricelist

POSTAL STATIONERY AND PHILATELIC GOODS
PRICELIST
1. POSTAL STATIONERY SELLING PRICES VALID IN DOMESTIC POSTAL
SERVICE
The prices are exempt from VAT (except section 6 postal stationery).
Mathematical rules are used for rounding off the prices. Unless it is mentioned otherwise, rounding applies to the
total price.
Only customers that have signed a general sale contract for annual deliveries of new issues of postal stationery
and philatelic goods, as specified in the order forms for the running calendar year, qualify for standard sale
discounts.
Only customers that have signed a general sale contract for deliveries of postal stationery for payment of postage
(franking) qualify for discounts for authorised dealers.
Postage stamps ("stamp(s)") include also so-called stamps identified with letters. The single-letter symbols stand
for the stamp's face value as follows:
A – current price of Ordinary Letter - Standard up to 50 grams, domestic Priority service. Priority consignments
must have a “D+1” label stuck to or a visible note “D+1” written on the address side.
B – current price of Ordinary Letter - Standard up to 50 grams, domestic Economy service;
E – current price of priority Ordinary Item up to 50 grams, international service - European countries;
Z – current price of priority Ordinary Item up to 50 grams, international service - non-European countries.
Current price of any of the above services paid by stamps identified with letters is the price valid as of the day of
payment, day of receipt in person, or day of delivery to the first carrier, whichever happens first, however not
sooner than the day of publication of new issues.
1.

Postage stamps, single colour or commemorative multicolour, unused
The price of a stamp equals to its face value.

2.

First day covers (FDCs), single colour or multicolour, valid
2.1. FDCs, valid, with affixed stamp of a face value up to CZK 35 (inclusive), issued from 1.1.2016
The face value equals to the sum of the price of an FDC equal to CZK 16/pc and the face value of the
stamp.
2.2. FDCs, valid, with affixed stamp of a face value from CZK 35, issued from 1.1.2016
The face value equals to the sum of the price of an FDC equal to CZK 14/pc and the face value of the
stamp.

3.

Prepaid postcards, single colour or multicolour
3.1. Standard postcards or postcards for additional prints, clean
3.1.1 The face value of a standard postcard or postcard for additional prints, issued until
September 30th, 2003, equals to the sum of the price of the postcard equal to CZK 0.70/pc and
the face value of the stamp.
3.1.2 The face value of a standard postcard or postcard for additional prints, issued from October 1st,
2003, equals to the sum of the price of the postcard equal to CZK 1/pc and the face value of the
stamp.
3.2. Picture cards, with imprinted stamp, clean
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3.2.1 The face value of a picture card, issued until December 31st, 2002, equals to the sum of the price
of a clean picture card equal to CZK 1.50/pc and the face value of the imprinted stamp.
3.2.2 The face value of a picture card, issued from January 1st, 2003, equals to the sum of the price of
a clean picture card equal to CZK 5/pc and the face value of the imprinted stamp.
3.3. Picture cards, with special handstamp, clean
3.3.1 The face value of a picture card, with special handstamp, clean, issued until September 30th,
2003, equals to the sum of the price of a clean picture card sub 3.2 above and the price of the
special handstamp equal to CZK 0.30/pc.
3.3.2 The face value of a picture card, with special handstamp, clean, issued from October 1st, 2003
until August 31st, 2008, equals to the sum of the price of a clean picture card sub 3.2 above and
the price of the special handstamp equal to CZK 0.50/pc.
3.3.3 The face value of a picture card, with special handstamp, clean, issued from September 1st, 2008,
equals to the sum of the price of a clean picture card sub 3.2 above and the price of the special
handstamp equal to CZK 1/pc.
3.4. Commemorative postcards or postcards with special additional prints, clean
3.4.1 The face value of a commemorative postcard or postcard with a special additional print, clean,
equals to the sum of CZK 5/pc and the face value of the imprinted stamp.
3.5. Postcards with special additional prints and cachet, clean
3.5.1 The face value of a postcard with a special additional print and cachet, clean, issued until
September 30th, 2003, equals to the sum of the price of a postcard with a special additional print,
clean, sub 3.4 above and the price of the cachet equal to CZK 0.30/pc.
3.5.2 The face value of a postcard with a special additional print and cachet, clean, issued from
October 1st, 2003 until August 31st, 2008, equals to the sum of the price of a postcard with a
special additional print, clean, sub 3.4 above and the price of the cachet equal to CZK 0.50/pc.
3.5.3 The face value of a postcard with a special additional print and cachet, clean, issued from
September 1st, 2008, equals to the sum of the price of a postcard with a special additional print,
clean, sub 3.4 above and the price of the cachet equal to CZK 1/pc.
4.

Stampbooklets
4.1. The price value equals to the sum of the face values of the stamps in the booklet.

5.

Envelopes with imprinted stamp
5.1. Envelopes with imprinted stamp
5.1.1 The face value of an envelope with imprinted stamp, issued until September 30th, 2003, equals
to the sum of the price of the envelope equal to CZK 3.60/pc and the face value of the imprinted
stamp.
5.1.2 The face value of an envelope with imprinted stamp, issued from October 1st, 2003, equals to the
sum of the price of the envelope equal to CZK 4/pc and the face value of the imprinted stamp.
5.2. Envelopes with imprinted stamp and picture (or additional print)
5.2.1 The face value of an envelope with imprinted stamp and picture (or additional print) equals to the
sum of the price of an envelope with picture (or additional print) equal to CZK 5/pc and the face
value of the imprinted stamp.
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6.

Print sheets of stamps for additional prints
A minimum volume of 1,000 pcs of print sheets (hereinafter referred to as "PS") with a single additional
print design is used to set the price. This is to achieve a standard selling price per PS of stamps for additional
prints sold at post offices.
Because of different tax rates, the selling price per PS is set as a sum of the following two prices:
6.1. The selling price of a print sheet of stamps with coupons for additional prints, equal to the sum of the
face value of stamps in the print sheet (the price is exempted from VAT); and
6.2. The selling price of the additional print per print sheet (including VAT at the statutory rate):
6.2.1 the selling price of additional prints with 1 motif on the main coupons of PS issued before
14 October 2012 is CZK 48 (inclusive of VAT at the current rate),
6.2.2 the selling price of additional prints with 1 motif on the main coupons of PS issued from
15 October 2012 is CZK 60 (inclusive of VAT at the current rate),
6.2.3 the selling price of additional prints with 2-3 motifs on the main coupons of PS issued from
15 October 2012 is CZK 120 (inclusive of VAT at the current rate),
6.2.4 the selling price of additional prints with 4-9 motifs on the main coupons of PS issued from
15 October 2012 is CZK 300 (inclusive of VAT at the current rate).
Print sheets of stamps with coupons for additional prints come without any sale discounts.

7.

Postcards with imprinted stamp
7.1. The face value of a postcard with imprinted stamp equals to the sum of the face value of the stamp and
the price of the carrier equal to CZK 2/pc.

2. PHILATELIC GOODS SELLING PRICES
The prices include VAT at the statutory rate.
Only customers that have signed a general sale contract for annual deliveries of new issues of postal stationery
and philatelic goods, as specified in the order forms for the running calendar year, qualify for standard sale
discounts.
Mathematical rules are used for rounding off the prices. Unless it is mentioned otherwise, rounding applies to the
total price.
Postage stamps ("stamp(s)") include also so-called stamps identified with letters. The single-letter symbols stand
for the stamp's face value as follows:
A – current price of Ordinary Letter - Standard up to 50 grams, domestic Priority service. Priority consignments
must have a “D+1” label stuck to or a visible note “D+1” written on the address side.
B – current price of Ordinary Letter - Standard up to 50 grams, domestic Economy service;
E – current price of priority Ordinary Item up to 50 grams, international service - European countries;
Z – current price of priority Ordinary Item up to 50 grams, international service - non-European countries.
Current price of any of the above services paid by stamps identified with letters is the price valid as of the day of
payment, day of receipt in person, or day of delivery to the first carrier, whichever happens first, however not
sooner than the day of publication of new issues.
1.

Postage stamps, machine cancelled, "handstamp" design
1.1. The price of a postage stamp, printed by rotary printing and offset, issued until September 30th, 2003,
equals to 50% of its face value.
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1.2. The price of a postage stamp, printed by rotary printing and offset, issued from October 1st, 2003,
equals to 50% of its face value. Rounding applies to the selling price per piece.
1.3. The price of a postage stamp, printed from flat plates or by a combination of offset and printing from
flat plates, equals to its face value.
2.

Postage stamps, machine cancelled, "roller stamp" design
2.1. The price of a postage stamp, printed by rotary printing and offset, issued until December 31st, 2002,
equals to CZK 0.30/pc.
2.2. The price of a postage stamp, printed by rotary printing and offset, issued from January 1st, 2003,
equals to CZK 0.50/pc.
2.3. The price of a postage stamp, printed from flat plates or by a combination of offset and printing from
flat plates, issued until September 30th, 2003, equals to 50% of its face value.
2.4. The price of a postage stamp, printed from flat plates or by a combination of offset and printing from
flat plates, issued from October 1st, 2003, equals to 50% of its face value. Rounding applies to the
selling price per piece.
2.5. The price of a miniature sheet, printed by rotary printing, from flat plates and offset (050010), issued
until September 30th, 2003, equals to 50% of its face value.
2.6. The price of a miniature sheet, printed by rotary printing, from flat plates and offset (050010), issued
from October 1st, 2003 until August 31st, 2008, equals to 50% of its face value. Rounding applies to
the selling price per piece.
2.7. The price of a postage stamp, printed by rotary printing and offset, issued from September 1st, 2008
until December 31st, 2015, equals to CZK 1/pc.
2.8. The price of a postage stamp, printed by rotary printing and offset in small printing sheets max.of 10
stamps or in definitive stamp booklets, issued from January 1st, 2012, equals to 50% of its face value.
Rounding applies to the selling price per piece.
2.9. The price of a postage stamp, printed by rotary printing and offset in printing sheets of more than 10
stamps, issued from January 1st, 2016, equals to CZK 2/pc

3.

First day covers (FDCs), single colour or multicolour, expired
3.1. FDCs, issued until December 31st, 2002, expired (3 months after the date of issue)
The price equals to the sum of the price of an FDC equal to CZK 6.50/pc and the face value of the
stamp.
3.2. FDCs, with affixed stamp of a face value up to CZK 12 (inclusive), issued from January 1st, 2003
until December 31st, 2013, expired (3 months after the date of issue)
The price equals to the sum of the price of an FDC equal to CZK 10/pc and the face value of the stamp.
3.3. FDCs, with affixed stamp of a face value from CZK 12, issued from January 1st, 2003 until
December 31st, 2013, expired (3 months after the date of issue)
The price equals to the sum of the price of an FDC equal to CZK 7/pc and the face value of the stamp.
3.4. FDCs, with affixed stamp of a face value up to CZK 25 (inclusive), issued from January 1st, 2014
until December 31st, 2015, expired (3 months after the date of issue)
The price equals to the sum of the price of an FDC equal to CZK 14/pc and the face value of the stamp.
3.5. FDCs, with affixed stamp of a face value from CZK 25, issued from January 1st, 2014 until
December 31st, 2015, expired (3 months after the date of issue)
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The price equals to the sum of the price of an FDC equal to CZK 11/pc and the face value of the stamp.
3.6. FDCs, with affixed stamp of a face value up to CZK 35 (inclusive), issued from January 1st, 2016,
expired (3 months after the date of issue)
The price equals to the sum of the price of an FDC equal to CZK 16/pc and the face value of the stamp.
3.7. FDCs, with affixed stamp of a face value from CZK 25, issued from January 1st, 2016, expired
(3 months after the date of issue)
The price equals to the sum of the price of an FDC equal to CZK 14/pc and the face value of the stamp.
4.

Souvenir sheets, without stamps or imprints, clean
4.1. The price per sheet equals to CZK 2/pc.

5.

Souvenir sheets, with stamps and first day cover handstamps
5.1. The price equals to the sum of the price per sheet sub 4 above and the face value of the attached stamps.

6.

Postcards, single colour or multicolour, machine cancelled
6.1. Standard postcards or postcards for additional prints, machine cancelled
6.1.1

The price of a standard postcard or postcard for additional prints, issued until September 30th,
2003, machine cancelled, equals to the sum of the price of a standard postcard or postcard for
additional prints, clean (equal to CZK 0.70/pc plus the face value of the stamp) and the
cancellation price equal to CZK 0.30/pc.

6.1.2

The price of a standard postcard or postcard for additional prints, issued from October 1st, 2003
until August 31st, 2008, machine cancelled, equals to the sum of the price of a standard postcard
or postcard for additional prints, clean (equal to CZK 1/pc plus the face value of the stamp) and
the cancellation price equal to CZK 0.50/pc.

6.1.3

The price of a standard postcard or postcard for additional prints, issued from September 1st,
2008, machine cancelled, equals to the sum of the price of a standard postcard or postcard for
additional prints, clean (equal to CZK 1/pc plus the face value of the stamp) and the cancellation
price equal to CZK 1/pc.

6.2. Picture cards, with special handstamp, machine cancelled
6.2.1

The price of a picture card, issued until December 31st, 2002, machine cancelled, equals to the
sum of the price of a clean picture card (equal to CZK 1.50/pc plus the face value of the stamp),
the price of the special handstamp equal to CZK 0.30/pc, and the cancellation price equal to
CZK 0.30/pc.

6.2.2

The price of a picture card, issued from January 1st, 2003 until September 30th, 2003, machine
cancelled, equals to the sum of the price of a clean picture card (equal to CZK 5/pc plus the face
value of the stamp), the price of the special handstamp equal to CZK 0.30/pc, and the cancellation
price equal to CZK 0.30/pc.

6.2.3

The price of a picture card, issued from October 1st, 2003 until August 31st, 2008, machine
cancelled, equals to the sum of the price of a clean picture card (equal to CZK 5/pc plus the face
value of the stamp), the price of the special handstamp equal to CZK 0.50/pc, and the cancellation
price equal to CZK 0.50/pc.

6.2.4

The price of a picture card, issued from September 1st, 2008, machine cancelled, equals to the
sum of the price of a clean picture card (equal to CZK 5/pc plus the face value of the stamp), the
price of the special handstamp equal to CZK 1/pc, and the cancellation price equal to CZK 1/pc.

6.3. Commemorative postcards or postcards with special additional prints, machine cancelled
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6.3.1

The price of a commemorative postcard or postcard with a special additional print, issued until
September 30th, 2003, machine cancelled, equals to the price of a commemorative postcard or
postcard with a special additional print, clean (equal to CZK 5/pc plus the face value of the stamp)
and the cancellation price equal to CZK 0.30/pc.

6.3.2

The price of a commemorative postcard or postcard with a special additional print, issued from
October 1st, 2003 until August 31st, 2008, machine cancelled, equals to the price of a
commemorative postcard or postcard with a special additional print, clean (equal to CZK 5/pc
plus the face value of the stamp) and the cancellation price equal to CZK 0.50/pc.

6.3.3

The price of a commemorative postcard or postcard with a special additional print, issued from
September 1st, 2008, machine cancelled, equals to the price of a commemorative postcard or
postcard with a special additional print, clean (equal to CZK 5/pc plus the face value of the stamp)
and the cancellation price equal to CZK 1/pc.

6.4. Postcards with special additional prints and cachet, machine cancelled

7.

6.4.1

The price of a postcard with a special additional print and cachet, issued until September 30th,
2003, machine cancelled, equals to the price of a postcard with a special additional print and
cachet, clean, sub 3.5.1 above, and the cancellation price equal to CZK 0.30/pc.

6.4.2

The price of a postcard with a special additional print and cachet, issued from October 1st, 2003
until August 31st, 2008, machine cancelled, equals to the price of a postcard with a special
additional print and cachet, clean, sub 3.5.2 above, and the cancellation price equal to
CZK 0.50/pc.

6.4.3

The price of a postcard with a special additional print and cachet, issued from September 1st,
2008, machine cancelled, equals to the price of a postcard with a special additional print and
cachet, clean, sub 3.5.3 above, and the cancellation price equal to CZK 1/pc.

Envelopes with imprinted stamp, machine cancelled
7.1. Envelopes with imprinted stamp, machine cancelled
7.1.1

The price of an envelope with imprinted stamp, issued until September 30th, 2003, machine
cancelled, equals to the price of an envelope with imprinted stamp, clean (equal to CZK 3.60/pc
plus the face value of the stamp) and the cancellation price equal to CZK 0.30/pc.

7.1.2

The price of an envelope with imprinted stamp, issued from October 1st, 2003 until August 31st,
2008, machine cancelled, equals to the price of an envelope with imprinted stamp, clean (equal
to CZK 4/pc plus the face value of the stamp) and the cancellation price equal to CZK 0.50/pc.

7.1.3

The price of an envelope with imprinted stamp, issued from September 1st, 2008, machine
cancelled, equals to the price of an envelope with imprinted stamp, clean (equal to CZK 4/pc plus
the face value of the stamp) and the cancellation price equal to CZK 1/pc.

7.2. Envelopes with imprinted stamp and picture (or additional print), machine cancelled
7.2.1

The price of an envelope with imprinted stamp and picture (or additional print), issued until
September 30th, 2003, machine cancelled, equals to the sum of the price of an envelope with
imprinted stamp and picture (or additional print), clean (equal to CZK 5/pc and the face value of
the imprinted stamp) and the cancellation price equal to CZK 0.30/pc.

7.2.2

The price of an envelope with imprinted stamp and picture (or additional print), issued from
October 1st, 2003 until August 31st, 2008, machine cancelled, equals to the sum of the price of
an envelope with imprinted stamp and picture (or additional print), clean (equal to CZK 5/pc and
the face value of the imprinted stamp) and the cancellation price equal to CZK 0.50/pc.
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7.2.3

The price of an envelope with imprinted stamp and picture (or additional print), issued from
September 1st, 2008, machine cancelled, equals to the sum of the price of an envelope with
imprinted stamp and picture (or additional print), clean (equal to CZK 5/pc and the face value of
the imprinted stamp) and the cancellation price equal to CZK 1/pc.

7.3. Envelopes with imprinted stamp, picture (or additional print) and cachet, machine cancelled

8.

7.3.1

The price of an envelope with imprinted stamp, picture (or additional print) and cachet, issued
until September 30th, 2003, machine cancelled, equals to the sum of the price of an envelope with
imprinted stamp and picture (or additional print), clean (equal to CZK 5/pc and the face value of
the imprinted stamp), the price of the cachet equal to CZK 0.30/pc, and the cancellation price
equal to CZK 0.30/pc.

7.3.2

The price of an envelope with imprinted stamp, picture (or additional print) and cachet, issued
from October 1st, 2003 until August 31st, 2008, machine cancelled, equals to the sum of the price
of an envelope with imprinted stamp and picture (or additional print), clean (equal to CZK 5/pc
and the face value of the imprinted stamp), the price of the cachet equal to CZK 0.50/pc, and the
cancellation price equal to CZK 0.50/pc.

7.3.3

The price of an envelope with imprinted stamp, picture (or additional print) and cachet, issued
from September 1st, 2008, machine cancelled, equals to the sum of the price of an envelope with
imprinted stamp and picture (or additional print), clean (equal to CZK 5/pc and the face value of
the imprinted stamp), the price of the cachet equal to CZK 1/pc, and the cancellation price equal
to CZK 1/pc.

Maximum cards (cartes maximum)/philatelic picture postcard
8.1. Maximum cards (philatelic picture postcard with affixed stamp and commemorative cancellation)
8.1.1

The price of a maximum card, issued until December 31st, 2011, equals to CZK 9/pc.

8.1.2

The price of a maximum card, issued from January 1st, 2012 until December 31st, 2015, equals
to CZK 12/pc.

8.1.3

The price of a maximum card, issued from January 1st, 2016 until January 31st, 2020 equals to
CZK 15/pc.

8.1.4

The price of a maximum card, issued from February 1st, 2020, equals to CZK 19/pc.

8.2. Philatelic picture postcard (maximum card without affixed stamp and commemorative cancellation)

9.

8.2.1

The price of a philatelic picture postcard, issued until August 31st, 2015, equals to CZK 3/pc.

8.2.2

The price of a philatelic picture postcard, issued from September 1st, 2015 until January 31st,
2020 equals to CZK 4/pc.

8.2.3

The price of a philatelic picture postcard, issued from February 1st, 2020, equals to CZK 8/pc.

Yearbooks, with stamp designs printed in black, or other philatelic goods not mentioned above (such
as, commemorative sheets, commemorative envelopes, etc.)
The price is based on production costs and the face value of the stamps included in the yearbook. The
price is announced by PFIL at the beginning of sale.

10. Postcards with imprinted stamp, machine cancelled
10.1. The price of a postcard with imprinted stamp, issued until August 31st, 2008, machine cancelled,
equals to the sum of the price of a postcard with imprinted stamp, clean (equal to CZK 2/pc plus the
face value of the stamp) and the cancellation price equal to CZK 0.50/pc.
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10.2. The price of a postcard with imprinted stamp, issued from September 1st, 2008, machine cancelled,
equals to the sum of the price of a postcard with imprinted stamp, clean (equal to CZK 2/pc plus the
face value of the stamp) and the cancellation price equal to CZK 1/pc.
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